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The challenging of this work is to present a thorough study of implementing heat transfer 

intensification in heat exchanger network (HEN) retrofitting, including all details of 

exchanger geometry, stream bypassing and splitting, temperature-variation of properties, 

LMTD and its correction, and pressure drops. This leads to very complex mixed integer 

nonlinear programming (MINLP) problems rarely reported before. By adopting the MILP-

based iterative approach proposed in the earlier work (Pan et al. in 2013), temperature-

variation of properties, LMTD and its correction are initialised to parameters at first, and 

the rest nonlinear terms are then linearised and expressed as first order Taylor series 

expansions. Finally, two iteration loops are executed to find optimal solutions. A small-scale 

motivating problem and an industrial scale problem are presented to demonstrate the validity 

and efficiency of the proposed methods. 

 

Keywords: heat exchanger network (HEN), retrofit, optimisation, mixed integer linear 
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     The retrofit of heat exchanger networks (HENs) has received a great deal of attention both 

in academia and industry, since substantial energy saving can be achieved from various 

retrofit strategies.
1
 In the early studies, the retrofit approaches widely used included changing 

exchanger area, installing new heat exchangers, and modifying network topology (e.g. 

repiping stream and rearranging heat-recovery matches). However, implementing network 

topology modifications often leads to high retrofit costs. High costs arise not just from the 

installation of new equipment, but the consequent impact of changes on the rest of the 

network requiring changes in heat exchanger area. 

      Intensified heat transfer techniques are one way to overcome these problems. Existing 

heat exchangers can be made to work more effectively through increasing heat transfer 

coefficients, lowering not only equipment costs, but the cost of piping modifications and civil 

engineering.
2-4

 To intensify heat transfer in shell-and-tube heat exchangers, several options 

are available. For tube-side enhancements, twisted-tape inserts, coiled-wire inserts, and mesh 

inserts (e.g. hiTRAN
®
) can be used. For shell-side enhancements, segmental baffles, helical 

baffles, and EM baffles
® 

can be used.
5
 Tube inserts are easily installed and removed and 

disrupt the flow in the tube side to increase its heat transfer coefficient. For shell-side 

enhancements in this paper, the shell-side geometry of an exchanger can be changed (such as 

reducing baffle spacing) to increase the shell-side flow velocity and heat transfer coefficient.  

 Two types of design approaches have been commonly used for HEN retrofit: 

thermodynamic-mathematical programming methods and completely mathematical 

programming methods. Most of the thermodynamic-mathematical programming methods are 

based on the pinch concept. In these studies, several efficient alternative networks are found 

based on Pinch Analysis, and mathematical programming techniques are then used to select 

the network requiring the minimum capital cost. Asante and Zhu have proposed a series of 

work to address HEN retrofit problems which consisted of a diagnosis stage (network pinch) 
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and an optimisation stage. Suitable modification options were selected in the first stage and 

then optimised in the existing HEN.
6-7

 For heat transfer enhancement, Nie and Zhu integrated 

the network pinch and mathematical programming method to treat the exchangers, with and 

without additional area, and then calculated their accurate pressure drops.
8
 In addition, some 

pinch methods can be applied without using mathematical programming. Li and Chang 

proposed a simple pinch analysis approach, to modify the cross-pinch matches and utilise the 

existing exchangers as much as possible to keep a reasonably low capital investment.
9
 

Nordman and Berntson presented new insights about the complexity and possible solutions of 

different retrofit alternatives.
10

 They stated that if the existing heaters/coolers are placed 

closer to the pinch, more cost-effective retrofit can be achieved. Besides pinch analysis 

approaches, heuristic methods have been reported to successfully solve large-scale industrial 

problems. Gadalla proposed a method for HEN retrofit based on a graph by plotting 

temperatures of process hot streams versus temperatures of process cold streams.
11

 This 

graphical representation can easily identify exchangers across the pinch, the Network Pinch, 

pinching matches and improper placement of energy consumption. Recently, Bonhivers et al. 

combined pinch analysis and bridge analysis into a consistent method for HEN retrofit.
12

 In 

their work, the Energy Transfer Diagram and the Heat Exchanger Load Diagram were used to 

describe the relations between the composite curves of an existing HEN, and then pinch 

analysis with the developed bridge analysis can help to identify supplementary solutions to 

save energy.  

To achieve completely automated optimisation, other researchers have used mathematical 

programming methods. Most of the reported HEN retrofit problems are described as MINLP 

formulations or NLP-MILP combination formulations. Floudas et al. proposed an automatic 

procedure based on mathematical programming approach for HEN configurations.
13

 In their 

work, a HEN superstructure was derived by a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 
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transhipment model, and the network configuration was generated by minimizing the 

investment cost of the superstructure through a nonlinear programming (NLP) formulation. 

Akman et al. proposed a simple 1-1 shell-and-tube heat exchanger model (LMTD-free model) 

for HEN optimisations.
14

 Their proposed model can avoid the computational difficulties 

associated with using the nonlinear term of logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD). 

Silva and Zemp addressed changeable heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops for HEN 

retrofit.
15

 They formulated the retrofit problem as a nonlinear model, and estimated additional 

exchanger area and pressure drops based on economic optimisation. Other optimisation 

algorithms have been developed for HEN retrofit, such as genetic algorithms (GA) 
16-19

, 

simulated annealing (SA)
 20, 21

 and constraint logic programming (CLP) 
22

. Although these 

algorithms are efficient in some specified retrofit situations, they still suffer from the 

combinatorial complexity of large HEN problems. Recently, the MILP approach has become 

an attractive approach from a computational standpoint. It is a great challenge to completely 

formulate HEN problems without any simplifying assumptions.
23

 Nguyen et al.  presented a 

new MILP method for HEN synthesis and retrofit, which can easily provide suboptimal 

solutions by identifying intermediate feasible solutions or excluding the current optimal 

solution.
24

 Pan et al.  proposed a novel iterative MILP-based method for HEN retrofit with 

heat transfer intensification.
25, 26

 Their automated design method was proposed to 

systematically consider heat transfer enhancement for retrofitting HENs. 

Multi-objective optimisation, flexibility and controllability have also been regarded as the 

important features of HEN retrofitting in the recent work. Sreepathi and Rangaiah compared 

single objective optimisation and multi-objective optimisation in some HEN retrofit scenarios, 

such as exchanger reassignment, and variable stream specific heat capacities.
27, 28 

They found 

that their Pareto-optimal front obtained from multi-objective optimisation had many optimal 

solutions, which provided even more optimal solutions for evaluation and selection for 
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implementation. Escobar et al. 
29 

presented a computational framework (SYNFLEX) based on 

two-stage strategy of multi-period design oriented to the SYNHEAT model
30

 for the 

automatic generation of flexible designs. Then, they proposed a framework yielding a HEN 

design, which was guaranteed to operate with the designed control system under varying 

conditions, ensuring stream temperature targets and optimal energy integration.
31 

     Based on the above discussion, the nonlinearities of HEN retrofit problems lead to the 

computational complexity using mathematical programming methods. In most industrial 

cases, HEN retrofit problems are formulated as large-scale MINLP models, and it is difficult 

to obtain optimal solutions using traditional methods. Some researchers used approximate 

LMTD functions to reduce model complexities, which might underestimate or overestimate 

the driving force if the temperature difference approach between exchanger hot side and cold 

side is significantly large or small.
32-35

 Some researchers proposed a LMTD-free model based 

on dynamic analysis.
14

 But their partial-differential-equation model only described the 

counter-current heat transfer in a specified type of exchanger (namely 1-1 shell-and-tube heat 

exchanger), which limits its application to other exchanger types (multiple tube passes and 

shell passes). To convert MINLP problems to MILP problems, some researchers defined 

several heat transfer zones, and divided these zones to several fixed temperature intervals, 

thus the LMTD in each interval was known and constant.
24

 However, due to the 

combinatorial complexity of such MILP models, the number of binary variables increases 

significantly when more intervals and process streams are considered, and the problems 

become larger and difficult to solve. 

Unlike the approaches mentioned above, the methods proposed by the authors in previous 

papers can avoid the computational difficulties without using any simplifying assumptions 

and approximate functions, and find optimal solutions effectively 
4, 21, 23 and 26

. However, these 

methods are only suitable for special HEN retrofit scenarios, such as only tube-side geometry 
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changes 
4
,  constant stream specific heat capacities 

21
, no exchanger geometry changes

 23
, and 

no stream bypassing and splitting 
26

. The novelty of this work is that it is the first study to 

address the comprehensive HEN retrofit problem with exchanger detailed performances, 

which includes the actual calculations for LMTD and LMTD correction factor (FT), the tube-

side and shell-side geometry details for heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops, multiple 

tube passes and shell passes, added/reduced exchanger area, new exchanger installation, 

pressure drop constraints, stream bypassing and splitting, and the temperature dependence of 

stream specific heat capacities (CPs). To deal with the computational difficulties caused by 

the above retrofit features, an efficient optimisation approach is proposed. Firstly, the 

problems of retrofitting HENs with all potential strategies are formulated. LMTD, FT and the 

temperature dependence of CPs are defined and initialised based on the initial HEN. The 

other nonlinear terms are linearised by using the first order Taylor series expansions. Finally, 

the HEN retrofit problem can be expressed as a complete MILP model, and two iteration 

loops are developed to find optimal solutions.      

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: a detailed problem statement is introduced 

in the next section, which is then followed by a motivating example to highlight the 

advantages of the new work through the comparison of the new and traditional retrofit 

approaches. HEN retrofit is then formulated as a new MILP model based on a series of 

linearisation strategies. Later, two loops are proposed to solve the MILP model iteratively to 

achieve optimal retrofit. Finally, two examples are used to demonstrate the validity and 

efficiency of the new method.   

 

Problem Statement 

      In this paper, shell-and-tube heat exchangers, the most widely used exchangers in process 

industries, can be enhanced through several intensification techniques, such as implementing 
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tube inserts and changing tube passes (tube-side intensification), and reducing baffle spacing 

(shell-side intensification). Generally, the available strategies of retrofitting HEN without 

topology modification include enhancing tube-side and shell-side heat transfer, 

adding/reducing exchanger area, installing new heat exchangers in series (increasing shell 

passes), and implementing bypass streams.
36

 In addition, implementing the above retrofit 

strategies must satisfy the restriction of maximum pump duty in the existing HENs. Thus, the 

problem addressed in this paper is based on the following statement. 

 

     It is assumed that the following information is given: 

(1) Matches between hot streams and cold streams (the existing network topology). 

(2) Status of the existing HEN (i.e. the initial stream temperatures and flow rates in each 

exchanger, and the initial geometry details of exchangers). 

(3) Exchanger mathematical expressions (i.e. formulations of heat transfer coefficients 

and pressure drops based on exchanger geometry and temperatures). 

(4) Stream data (i.e. maximum pump duties, flowrates, inlet and outlet temperatures, 

temperature dependence of CPs and fouling coefficients). 

(5) Economic data (i.e. utility costs, and costs for retrofit strategies). 

(6) Model parameters are all known and unchanged during the retrofit procedure. 

 

     An optimisation methodology for retrofitting HEN is required:   

(1) To identify suitable heat exchangers for retrofit. 

(2) To implement one or more retrofit techniques (enhancing tube-side and shell-side heat 

transfer, increasing shell passes and implementing stream bypassing) in the selected 

heat exchangers. 
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(3) To replace an existing exchanger with a new one, if the existing exchanger requires 

less or more heat transfer area (namely changing exchanger length) in this work. 

(4) To calculate the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops of exchangers in the 

retrofitted HEN. 

(5) To calculate accurate LMTD for each exchanger in the retrofitted HEN. 

(6) To calculate accurate FT for each exchanger in the retrofitted HEN. 

(7) To satisfy the restrictions on heat transfer and energy balance in each exchanger. 

(8) To satisfy the pressure drop restrictions for the HEN topology by exploiting parallel 

exchangers and bypass streams.  

(9) To satisfy the restriction of total pump duty for each stream. 

(10) To calculate the costs for all retrofit strategies. 

 

     The objective is the maximisation of retrofit profit. Figure 1 shows an illustration of using 

the proposed approach for HEN retrofitting. Moreover, the following assumptions are made 

based on the practical retrofit procedure:  

(1) Segmental shell-and-tube exchangers are used in the HEN. So far, the most common 

and widely-used exchanger models are based on segmental baffles. To improve shell-

side heat transfer, heat exchanger types other than segmental baffles (e.g. helical 

baffles, EM baffles
®
) will be considered in future work. 

(2) Some geometry details of shell-and-tube heat exchangers are constant in the practical 

retrofit procedure, including tube inner and outer diameters, number of tubes, tube 

bundle, tube pitch, tube layout angle, shell diameter, baffle cut, and tube wall 

conductivity. Exchanger length, tube insert density, tube passes, baffle spacing, and 

flow rates can be used to modify an existing exchanger.  
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(3) Based on Assumption 2, tube-side heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop correlate 

with tube-side flow rate, tube-side stream average temperature, tube insert density, 

tube passes, and exchanger length, and their correlations are nonlinear. 

(4) Similar to the nonlinear correlations in tube side, shell-side heat transfer coefficient 

and pressure drop correlate with shell-side flow rate, shell-side stream average 

temperature, baffle spacing, and exchanger length. 

(5) The relocation of existing exchangers is not addressed in this work. Once an existing 

exchanger is relocated, the stream properties on its tube/shell or both sides will 

change. This leads to very complicated calculations for exchanger heat transfer 

coefficients and pressure drops, and increases the difficulty of solving HEN 

retrofitting problems. To avoid this, we propose implementing intensification 

techniques in the retrofitted exchangers or using a new exchanger, rather than 

relocating an existing exchanger. 

(6) Changing area of existing exchangers is not considered in this work. In practice, area 

of existing shell-and-tube exchangers can be reduced within certain limits, for 

instance, blocking some tubes to reduce the overall area of an exchanger. However, 

this is restricted by the maximum allowed tube-side pressure drop of the exchanger, as 

blocking tubes will increase the tube-side flow rate and may lead to a serious 

vibration problem. 

 

Motivating Example 

A literature example is presented in this section to provide some new insights into the 

practical application of HEN retrofitting, then illustrate the complexity of the problem 

addressed, and highlight the drawbacks that the existing approaches may suffer from. Based 

on the literature review in the introduction section, most of the existing approaches assumed 
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constant heat transfer coefficients in exchangers, and neglected pressure drop restrictions. 

These may lead to unrealistic retrofit solutions, as the heat transfer coefficients and pressure 

drops commonly change with stream properties and exchanger geometry. Figure 2 shows an 

example of HEN retrofitting with a conventional approach.
9
 This example assumes constant 

stream CPs (the heat-flow capacity of each stream is 228.5 kW/K (S1), 20.4 kW/K (S2), 53.8 

kW/K (S3), 93.3 kW/K (S4), and 196.1 kW/K (S5)), which implies constant heat transfer 

coefficients. In Figure 2 (b), it can be found that 5186 kW is reduced from the hot utility and 

cold utility by relocating some existing exchangers (Exchangers 3 and 4) and adding one new 

exchanger (Exchanger 5). However, when the practical issues are considered, such as FT, 

temperature dependence of stream CPs, variable heat transfer coefficients, and pressure 

constraints, the conventional approach is not capable of solving this problem. 

  To consider the practical issues for this motivating example, the following information is 

given in detail: 

(1) The flow rate of each stream is: 47.6 kg/s (S1), 10.2 kg/s (S2), 21.5 kg/s (S3), 31.1 

kg/s (S4), 49 kg/s (S5), and 50kg/s (all utility streams). 

(2) 300 kPa of maximum pump duty is restricted in each process stream. 

(3) The stream specific heat (CP) in an exchanger is expressed as a linear relationship 

with the stream average temperature: 

     CP

ave

streamCP BTACP            (1) 

where ave

streamT is stream average temperature on tube or shell side in an exchanger, ACP 

and BCP are parameters to calculate temperature dependence of CP (as shown in Table 

1). 

(4) Based on the Assumptions (3) and (4) mentioned in the Problem Statement and the 

detailed exchanger models proposed by Wang et al. 
2
 and Pan et al. 

5
, the heat transfer 

coefficients and pressure drops in the tube-side and shell-side of an exchanger 
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(assumed that hot fluid is in the shell side, and cold fluid is in the tube side) can be 

regressed in Eqs. 2-7. 

  ave
iT

pihii enFRAh
007.04.01                 without tube inserts   (2) 

  0392.1007.06.01   insert

T

pihieie

ave
ienFRAh    with tube inserts    (3) 

444410060350

00

1

0
0 .T..

h BSeFRAh
ave


          (4) 

  LenFRAP
ave

iT

pipii 
 003.07415.1

    without tube inserts   (5) 

   2003.085.1
82.3373.2072  


LenFRAP

ave
iT

pipieie    

with tube inserts                                                                                                  (6) 

 2004503221

000 041017900 BSBS..LeFRAP
aveT..

p 


       (7) 

where EX is the set of all exchangers, hi, hie, ∆Pi and ∆Pie are the heat transfer 

coefficients and pressure drops in the tube side without/with tube inserts, h0 and ∆P0 

are the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops in the shell side, ρ is tube-insert 

density, BS is baffle spacing, L is exchanger length, np is tube pass, ave

iT and aveT0  are 

the stream average temperatures in tube side and shell side, FRi and FR0 are the flow 

rates in tube side and shell side. Table 2 presents the parameters (Ahi, Ahie, Ah0, Api, Apie 

and Ap0) for the calculation of hi, hie, h0, ∆Pi, ∆Pie and ∆P0. These parameters are valid 

for specific types of exchangers. Different geometry details of exchangers have 

different parameters. In this work, heat exchange between streams without phase 

change (i.e., heat exchange between gas streams, between liquid and gas streams, and 

between liquid streams) is used for heat exchanger model. But it does not restrict the 

proposed approach to be implemented for the HEN retrofit in which phase change can 

occur in the exchanger, as long as the performance of the exchanger can be evaluated 

through mathematical modelling or performance data. 

(5) The functions of retrofit costing are assumed as several linear correlations:
37
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exexexex EXAPCRLFCRLCRL  ,   EXex         (8) 

exexexex EXAPCILFCILCIL  ,   EXex         (9) 

exexexex EXAPCTEFCTECTE  ,   EXex                   (10) 

NTPFCTPCTP                                    (11) 

NBSFCBSCBS                        (12) 

NBPFCBPCBP                        (13) 

where CRLex and CILex are the costs of reducing and increasing exchanger length 

(namely installing new exchanger),  CTEex is the cost implementing tube inserts in 

exchanger ex, CTP, CBS and CBP are the costs of changing tube passes, baffle 

spacing and stream bypassing, FCRLex, FCILex, FCTEex, FCTP, FCBS and FCBP are 

the fixed costs for retrofit implementations, PCRLex, PCILex and PCTEex are the 

variable costs related to exchanger area, and NTP, NBS and NBP are the numbers of 

exchangers with changed tube passes, baffle spacing and stream bypassing. The cost 

parameters used in this example are FCRLex = 2000 ($), PCRLex = 100 ($/m
2
), FCILex 

= 2000 ($), PCILex = 100 ($/m
2
), FCTEex = 500 ($), PCTEex = 10 ($/m

2
), FCTP = 500 

($), FCBS = 300 ($), and FCBP = 500 ($). 

(6) Commonly, the flow pattern in multi-pass types includes both counter and co-current 

flows, so the mean temperature difference of a heat exchange is not equal to LMTD, 

and a correction factor of LMTD (FT) is required to correct the discrepancy. The FT 

formulations introduced by Serth
38

 are adopted for any number of shell-side passes 

and any even number of tube-side passes.  

exex

exex
ex
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     In Eqs. 14-20, HTIex and CTIex are inlet temperatures for the hot and cold streams 

in exchanger ex, HTOex and CTOex are outlet temperatures of hot and cold streams in 

exchanger ex, FTex is the FT value of exchanger ex, NSPex is the number of shell passes 

in exchanger ex, and Rex, Pex, αex and Sex are the factors used to calculate FT in 

exchanger ex. 

(7) The retrofit profit (RP) can be calculated as the profit of reducing energy consumption 

(PES) minus the total retrofitting costs. 
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 cuhu EXex

exexex
EXex

exexex HTIOHTIHFCPCHUOCTICTICFCPCCUYRPES  

(21) 

where CCU is a yearly cost parameter per cold-utility-duty unit, CHU is a yearly cost 

parameter per hot-utility-duty unit, EXhu and EXcu are the set of all exchangers 

consuming hot and cold utilities, CFCPex and HFCPex are the heat-flow capacities 

(the multiplication between heat capacity and flow-rate) of cold and hot streams in 

exchanger ex, OHTIex and OCTIex are the inlet temperatures of hot and cold streams in 

exchanger ex in the original HEN, and YR is the expected project lifetime. 

Thus, the retrofit profit before tax accumulated over the expected lifetime (RP) of the 

retrofitted HEN is obtained: 

   CBPCBSCTPCTECILCRLPESRP
EXex

exexex  


     (22) 

In this motivating example, CCU = 0 ($/kW·year), and CHU = 100 ($/kW·year). The 

expected project lifetime (YR) is set as one year for total profit calculation. This 

simple example under the project lifetime of one year is carried out to demonstrate 

that the new model can achieve higher profit comparing to the conventional models. It 

does not restrict the proposed approach to be used in a longer project lifetime. 

(8)  By implementing heat transfer intensification techniques in shell-and-tube heat 

exchangers, very high heat transfer coefficients can be achieved, and thus the 

minimum approach temperature is set to 5 ºC for each intensified exchanger after 

HEN retrofit
39

. 

 

The objective of retrofitting the HEN is to increase the energy saving and maximize the 

retrofit profit. As described above, more details in exchanger geometry and stream property 

are addressed in the practical HEN retrofit procedure, such as temperature dependence of 
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stream CPs, stream and exchanger geometry dependence of heat transfer coefficients and 

pressure drops, and LMTD correction factor (FT) associated with multiple tube passes and 

shell passes. The existing approaches cannot predict the detailed performance of each 

exchanger in such complex retrofit scenario, thus limiting their applications. Our new 

optimisation method can improve the energy efficiency of the motivating example with 

implementing the techniques of heat transfer intensification, as presented in Figure 3. Tables 

3 and 4 show the detailed exchanger performances and retrofit costs in the original and 

retrofitted networks given by the new approach in the complex retrofit scenarios. It is noted 

that, more practical HEN retrofitting features can be found in this work compared with the 

conventional retrofit approaches: 

 The performance of an exchanger is affected by its geometry details, such as 

exchanger length, tube and shell passes, fluid flow rates, baffles spacing, and tube-

insert density. 

 The pressure drops in the same parallel exchanger group must be identical, for 

instance, the tube-side pressure drops of Exchangers 1 and 4 are 2.6 kPa, and the tube 

side pressure drops of Exchangers 2 and 3 are 2.4 kPa, as shown in Figure 3 (c) and 

Table 3. It can be noted that the pressure drops of 2.6 and 2.4 kPa are low. Based on 

Eqs. 5 and 6, flowrate (FRi) and tube pass (np) are the main factors affecting pressure 

drop. Thus, reducing these two factors significantly after retrofit usually lead to low 

tube-side pressure drops in Exchangers 1-4 (see the solution of Retrofitted HEN with 

topology modification in Table 3). 

 As shown in Table 4, the restrictions of total pressure drop are satisfied in each 

process stream (300 kPa of maximum pump duty restricted in each process stream). 

The pressure drops of some streams increase (such as 258.3% in S1, 260.1% in S2, 

and 251.1% in S3) due to heat transfer enhancements. 
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 When the FT of an exchanger is less than 0.8 or infeasible, single tube pass must be 

set.
38

 Thus, Exchangers 1, 3 and 4 in Figure 3 (b) and Exchangers 2 and 4 in Figure 3 

(c) are required to reduce multiple tube passes to the single pass because of their FT 

inefficiency. 

 According to the item (8) assumed for the motivating example, different minimum 

approach temperatures are used for the exchangers with and without intensification: 

∆Tmin = 5 ºC (with tube inserts) and ∆Tmin = 19 ºC (without tube inserts). In Figure 

3(b), the minimum approach temperatures of the intensified exchangers 1, 3 and 4 are 

5 ºC, and the minimum approach temperatures of the non-intensified exchangers (2, 

C1, C2 and H) are 19 ºC.  While in Figure 3(c), the minimum approach temperatures 

of all exchangers are 19 ºC as no intensification is implemented. The solution of 

retrofitting HEN with intensified exchangers (Figure 3 (b)) requires lower minimum 

approach temperature and thus can achieve more energy saving compared with the 

topology modification proposed in Figure 3 (c), leading to a higher retrofit profit 

($310060 vs. $92679, as shown in Table 4). 

 Although the conventional approaches, proposing network topology modifications for 

HEN retrofit, have been reported to be effective for solving many simple examples, their 

solutions are still not suitable for practical applications, as they neglect HEN changes related 

to exchanger geometry details and stream properties. Furthermore, it would be difficult to 

estimate capital investments caused by network structural modification and exchanger 

rearrangement, because of a significant amount of piping and civil work might be required 

for the retrofit and uncertain potential production losses during the retrofit. In the rest of this 

paper, the new optimisation approach is introduced to address exchanger details and 

implement intensified heat transfer (tube inserts) for improving the energy efficiency of 

complex HENs.  
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New HEN Retrofit Model  

     As mentioned in the Problem Statement, a large number of nonlinear terms associated 

with LMTD, FT, heat transfer coefficients, pressure drops, heat transfer and energy balances, 

have to be addressed for formulating HEN retrofit problems. These nonlinear terms lead to a 

complex non-convex MINLP problem involving logarithmic equations, exponential 

equations, power equations, bilinear equations, and polynomial equations. The efficient 

MILP-based iteration strategy proposed in our previous work 
23

 is adopted to overcome the 

computational difficulty associated to the above nonlinear equations. First of all, the 

temperature-related variables (LMTD, FT and CP) are initialised based on the initial 

temperatures in an existing HEN, and then the rest nonlinear correlations are described as the 

first order Taylor series expansions. Some variables for the new model details are illustrated 

in Figure 4 to make the model readily understandable. These variables include network 

temperatures, stream temperatures, exchanger temperatures, and the temperatures before and 

after bypass streams. 

 

Initialising temperature related variables to parameters 

Exchanger temperatures are the decision variables in the optimization, but lead to very 

complex nonlinear equations for calculating LMTD, LMTD correction factor and stream CP. 

To avoid such nonlinearity, these temperature-related variables are initialised to parameters. 

Their values will be updated iteratively in the iteration algorithm after the MILP problem is 

solved 
23

. 

 

Initial logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD’) 
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To convert the logarithmic term to be a parameter, the initial LMTDex (LMTDex’) is 

proposed based on the stream initial temperatures (HTI’ex, HTO’ex, CTI’ex and CTO’ex) in the 

original HEN, as shown in Eq. 23.  
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Initial LMTD correction factor (FT)  

     According to Eqs. 14-20, the LMTD correction factor (FT) also can be fixed as a 

parameter in the MILP model, the same with LMTDex’. 
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Initial stream CPs 

      It is sometimes unrealistic to assume constant stream CP during the retrofit procedure, as 

the stream CP is commonly temperature-dependent. Some researchers divided streams into a 

series of segments with constant CP, so the variation in the specific heat capacity of the 

stream was approximated by piecewise constant specific heat capacities.
7
 However, this 

method is not suitable for the situation when some exchangers in the network are located 

across more than one segment.  

In this paper, stream CPs are initialised based on the stream initial temperatures, and can 

be set as parameters in the MILP model. Eqs. 31-35 describe the specific heat capacities for 

all stream addressed in this paper, including the hot stream CP in exchanger ex (HCP’ex), the 

cold stream CP in exchanger ex (CCP’ex), the CP of bypass stream s in exchanger ex 

(SBCP’s,ex), the CP of stream s in exchanger ex (SCP’s,ex), and the CP of stream s in parallel 

exchanger ex (PSCP’s,ex). The functions of these stream specific heat capacities ( fHCPex( ), 

fCCPex( ),  fSBCPs,ex( ),  fSCPs,ex( ) and fPSCPs,ex( ) ) are related to their average fluid temperatures. In 

addition, PEX is the set of all parallel exchangers, S is the set of all streams, STI’s,ex and 

STO’s,ex are stream temperatures in exchanger ex before and after mixed with bypass stream s, 

and PSTO’s,ex is the temperature of mixed streams after parallel exchangers in stream s.   
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First order Taylor series expansions for the rest nonlinear correlations  

Besides LMTD, FT and stream CP, the correlations of heat transfer coefficients, pressure 

drops, heat transfer and energy balances are also nonlinear in HEN retrofitting problems. To 

linearise these correlations, first order Taylor series expansion is proposed. Eqs. 36-38 are the 

representative equations for such conversion, where y is a variable, f(X) is a nonlinear 

function, X is the set of variables in f(X), X’ is a fixed point, f(X’) is the value of f(X) at point 

X’, xi is the variable in the set of X, x’i reperesnts the point X’,  Xf
ix

  is the value of the first 

order partial derivative of f(X) with respect to the variable xi at point X’, and Ra and Rb 

(positive variables) are remainder terms. The purpose of defining the remainder terms (Ra and 

Rb) in Eqs. 37 and 38 is to convert the absolute term to linear terms. The objective of the 

MILP model is to minimise the remainder terms of all first order Taylor series expansions
 23

. 

If the remainder term is only represented with one variable (e.g. 

      








 
Ii

xii XfxxXfyR
i

, which can be negative or positive), the objective of the 
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model must be expressed as: Min ƩǀRǀ. However, in the new MILP model, Eqs. 37 and 38 use 

two positive variables (Ra and Rb). It can be noted that, when R is positive, Ra is larger than R, 

and Rb is larger than 0; otherwise, when R is negative, Ra is larger than 0, and Rb is larger than 

(–R). Thus, minimising Ʃ(Ra+Rb) is the same as minimising ƩǀRǀ, and the linear terms 

Ʃ(Ra+Rb) can be used to replace the absolute term ƩǀRǀ in the MILP objective function. 

         ba
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In the HEN retrofit model, y is a variable but has a nonlinear relationship (f(X)) with 

other variables (X). Eq. 36 uses first order Taylor series expansion (a linear equation) to 

represent y. In Eqs. 37 and 38, the remainder terms of the first order Taylor series expansion 

are formulated by using two positive variables (Ra and Rb). These positive variables will be 

minimised in the objective function of the MILP model. And then, the algorithm proposed in 

our previous work 
23

 can be executed iteratively to reduce the remainder terms gradually until 

a feasible solution is found (namely the remainder terms are very small).  

      To facilitate understanding of the implementation of first order Taylor series expansion, 

the correlation of tube-side heat transfer coefficient will be illustrated in details. After this, 

the equations using first order Taylor expansions for the rest nonlinear correlations will be 

omitted for shortening the paper substantially. 

 

Tube-side calculations for an exchanger 
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      To predict heat exchanger performances, the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops 

of both tube side and shell side are taken into account. Because of the straightforward fluid 

behaviour in plain tubes, some well-known correlations, such as Colburn correlation, Dittus-

Boelter correlation, and plain tube pressure drop methods, are accurate for tube-side 

calculations without tube inserts.
2
 For tube-side heat transfer intensification, some published 

correlations can be found in recent studies.
5
 In addition, as assumed in the Problem Statement, 

some tube-side geometry details are assumed constant during the retrofit (such as tube inner 

diameters and the number of tubes), thus tube-side heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop 

correlate with tube-side flow rate, tube-side stream temperatures, tube insert density, tube 

passes and exchanger length. Eqs. 39 and 40 present the correlations of tube-side heat transfer 

coefficient and pressure drop based on the above assumptions. 

 

 exexexexDTEUjex DXCTOCTITFRfDTEU
jex

,,,
,,  , EXex , Jj                 (39)  

 exexexexexTEPjex EXLDXCTOCTITFRfTEP
jex

,,,,
,,  , EXex , Jj                 (40)  

 

     In Eqs. 39 and 40, it is assumed that cold stream flows in tube side (stated in Problem 

Statement), J is the set of all tube-side types including multiple tube passes without/with tube 

inserts (e.g. one tube pass without inserts, one tube pass with inserts, two tube passes without 

inserts, two tube passes with inserts, etc.), DTEUex,j is the reciprocal of tube-side heat transfer 

coefficient for exchanger ex with the j
th

 tube-side type, TEPex,j is the tube-side pressure drop 

of exchanger ex with the j
th

 tube-side type, TFRex is tube-side flow rate, DXex is tube-insert 

density, and EXLex is exchanger length. To linearise the nonlinear terms in Eq. 39, the first 

order Taylor series expansion is proposed (Eqs. 41-43). In Eq. 41, the derivatives in Taylor 

series expansion are parameters and evaluated based on the initial values of variables (TFR’ex, 

CTI’ex, CTO’ex and DX’ex) 
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The functions for tube-side heat transfer coefficient (fDTEUex,j( )) can be derived from the 

well-known correlations in the published papers
 2,5

, or defined based on the regression of 

practical process data
39

. For example, the function of tube-side heat transfer coefficient (Eq. 2) 

for one tube pass (np = 1) without tube inserts presented in the motivating example can be 

expressed as follows: 








 


  2
007.0

4.0

, ,

exex

jex

CTOCTI

exDTEUjex eTFRADTEU                                                              (44) 

where 
jexDTEUA

,
is the parameter of calculating tube-side heat transfer coefficient of exchanger 

ex with the j
th

 tube-side type. 

     According to Eqs. 41-43, Eq. 44 can be linearised in Eqs. 45-47, where the derivatives in 

Taylor series expansion are calculated analytically before the MILP problem is solved; 

TFR’ex, CTI’ex and CTO’ex are parameters, and their values will be updated after the MILP 

problem is solved
23

; two positive variables (
jexDTEURa

,
 and 

jexDTEURb
,

) are remainder term, and 

to be minimised in the objective function. 
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      Based on Eqs. 45-47, the correlations of tube-side heat transfer coefficients and pressure 

drops can be linearised in the same way. 

      As shown in Eqs. 39 and 40, tube-side heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop are 

calculated based on different tube-side types. To select suitable tube-side type to each 

exchanger, a series of binary variables TEXex,j are defined: 

 






                                                                      otherwise

 ex exchanger in dimplemente is type side-tube thj if
TEX j,ex

0

1
 

 

      Only one tube-side type can be assigned to an exchanger, as presented in Eq. 48. 

 





Jj

jexTEX 1, ,  EXex            (48) 
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      Eqs. 49-52 restrict the tube-side heat transfer coefficient (DTUex) and pressure drop (TPex) 

of exchanger ex when its tube-side type is selected, where DTUex is the reciprocal of tube-

side heat transfer coefficient of exchanger ex, TPex is tube-side pressure drop of exchanger ex, 

and M is a sufficiently large positive number. 

 

 jexjexex TEXMDTEUDTU ,, 1 ,  EXex , Jj       (49) 

 jexjexex TEXMDTEUDTU ,, 1 ,  EXex , Jj       (50) 

 jexjexex TEXMETEPTP ,, 1 ,  EXex , Jj        (51) 

 jexjexex TEXMETEPTP ,, 1 ,  EXex , Jj        (52) 

 

Shell-side calculations for an exchanger 

      On the shell side, segmental baffles serve the function of directing the flow of shell-side 

fluid across the tube bundle, thereby enhancing the rate of heat transfer. Compared with the 

tube-side calculation, the shell-side calculation presents the greatest difficulty due to the 

complexity of the flow on shell side. Only a few methods are available in the public reports 
2
. 

Additionally, based on the assumptions in the Problem Statement, some shell-side geometry 

details are constant during the retrofit (such as tube outer diameter, tube bundle, tube pitch, 

tube layout angle, shell diameter and baffle cut). Thus shell-side heat transfer coefficient and 

pressure drop correlate with shell-side flow rate, shell-side stream average temperature, baffle 

spacing, and exchanger length. Eqs. 53 and 54 present the correlations of shell-side heat 

transfer coefficient and pressure drop based on the above assumptions. 

 

 exexexexDSUex BSPHTOHTISFRfDSU
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 exexexexexSEPex EXLBSPHTOHTISFRfSEP
ex

,,,, , EXex                  (54)  
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     In Eqs. 53 and 54, it is assumed that hot stream flows on the shell side (Problem 

Statement), DSUex is the reciprocal of shell-side heat transfer coefficient in exchanger ex, 

SEPex is the shell-side pressure drop of exchanger ex, SFRex is shell-side flow rate, and BSPex 

is baffle spacing. The functions for the shell-side heat transfer coefficient ( fDSUex( ) ) and 

pressure drop ( fSEPex( ) ), commonly expressed as nonlinear equations, can be derived from 

the well-known correlations in the published papers (such as Bell-Delaware, developed Bell-

Delaware, simplifying Tinker method, and Wills-Johnston method)
38

, or defined based on the 

regression of practical process data
2
. Similar to the linearisation for tube-side calculations 

(Eqs. 45-47), the first order Taylor series expansion (Eqs. 36-38) can be utilised to linearise 

Eqs. 53 and 54. 

 

Overall heat transfer coefficient of an exchanger 

      Since tube-side and shell-side heat transfer coefficients have been defined, the overall 

heat transfer coefficient of an exchanger can be formulated as:  
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      In Eq. 55, DUex is the reciprocal of overall heat transfer coefficient in exchanger ex, IDex 

and ODex are tube inner and outer diameters in exchanger ex, kex is tube wall conductivity in 

exchanger ex, TFFex and SFFex are tube-side and shell-side fouling factors.  

      As DUex is the reciprocal of overall heat transfer coefficient (Uex) in exchanger ex, the 

relationship between DUex and Uex are given in Eq. 56, and can be linearised by using first 

order Taylor series expansion (Eqs. 36-38). 
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Number of shell passes for an exchanger 

      The number of shell passes is one of important issues addressed in this paper, which 

directly affects FT, total heat transfer area and pressure drop in an exchanger. To determine 

the number of shell passes in an exchanger, a series of binary variables SPex,n are defined: 

 






                                                      otherwise

 ex exchanger in used are passes  shelln if
SP n,ex

0

1
 

 

      Eq. 57 restricts that only one type of shell pass can be assigned to an exchanger, where N 

is the set of all shell-pass types (e.g. one shell pass, two shell passes, etc.). 

 





Nn

nexSP 1, ,  EXex            (57) 

  

      Then, the number of shell passes in each exchanger (NSPex) can be identified by the 

following equation, where parameter NSn presents the number associated with shell passes 

(NSn = 1, if ord(n) = 1 for one shell pass; NSn = 2, if ord(n) = 2 for two shell passes; and so 

on). 

 

 



Nn

nnexex NSSPNSP , ,  EXex         (58) 

 

Heat transfer area of an exchanger 
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      Eqs. 59 and 60 describe the calculation of exchanger area, where EXAex is the heat 

transfer area of exchanger ex, and parameter AEXAex is the heat transfer area per exchanger 

length in exchanger ex, which can be determined based on the constant tube outer diameter 

(ODex) and tube number (NTex) in the existing exchangers
2
. 

 

exexex ODNTAEXA   ,  EXex         (59) 

exexex EXLAEXAEXA  ,  EXex         (60) 

  

      To consider multiple shell passes, the total heat transfer area with multiple shell passes 

(NEXAex) is presented in Eqs. 61 and 62. 

 

 nexnexex SPMNSEXANEXA ,1 ,  EXex , Nn        (61) 

 nexnexex SPMNSEXANEXA ,1 ,  EXex , Nn         (62) 

 

Energy balance in an exchanger 

      In a heat exchanger, the heat duties of cold stream and hot stream must be same due to the 

restriction of energy balance. Eq. 63 shows the ideal energy balance between the cold stream 

and hot stream, where the equation variables leading to a nonlinear formulation (SFRex × 

HTIex, SFRex × HTOex, TFRex × CTIex, TFRex × CTOex,) that can be linearised by using first 

order Taylor series expansion (Eqs. 36-38). 

 

   exexexexexexexex HTOHTISFRPHCCTICTOTFRPCC  , EXex   (63) 

 

Heat transfer in an exchanger 
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     Eq. 64 shows the constraint of heat transfer in an exchanger, namely exchanger heat duty 

equals to the heat duty from its hot stream. First order Taylor series expansion (Eqs. 36-38) 

also used to linearise nonlinear terms: SFRex × HTIex, SFRex × HTOex, Uex × NEXAex. 

 

  exexexexexexexex TFDLMTNEXAUHTOHTISFRPHC  ,   EXex              (64) 

 

Minimum temperature difference in an exchanger 

Eqs. 65 and 66 restrict the minimum approach temperature in each exchanger 

with/without heat transfer intensification, where ENTUex is a binary variable, it equals to 1 if 

exchanger ex is intensified; otherwise, it is 0. ∆Tmin and ∆ETmin are the minimum approach 

temperatures of an exchanger with and without intensification, respectively.  

 

  exexexex ENTUETENTUTCTOHTI  minmin -1 ,      EXex     (65) 

  exexexex ENTUETENTUTCTIHTO  minmin -1 ,      EXex           (66) 

 

Stream bypassing for an exchanger 

Mixing of bypass stream and exchanger stream must be considered in this study. As 

shown in Figure 5, the heat duties of the bypass stream and exchanger stream before and after 

mixing must be identical due to the restriction of the energy balance. Eqs. 67 and 68 shows 

the energy balance based on the above restriction, where SBCP’s,ex is the initial CP of bypass 

stream s of exchanger ex, SCP’s,ex is the initial CP of stream s in exchanger ex, BFPs,ex is the 

flowrate of bypass stream s of exchanger ex, STIs,ex and STOs,ex are the network inlet and 

outlet temperatures of exchanger ex in stream s, HSex and CSex are the sets of all hot streams 

and cold streams flowing through exchanger ex. The nonlinear terms (BFRs,ex × STIs,ex, 
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BFRs,ex × STOs,ex, SFRs,ex × STOs,ex, and TFRs,ex × STOs,ex) are linearised based on the first 

order Taylor series expansions (Eqs. 36-38). 

 

   exexsexexsexsexsexsexs HTOSTOSFRPSCSTOSTIBFRPSBC 
,,,,,,

, 
exHSs    EXex   

(67) 

   exexsexexsexsexsexsexs CTOSTOTFRPSCSTOSTIBFRPSBC 
,,,,,,

,   
exCSs    EXex          

(68) 

 

Parallel exchangers 

      Figure 6 shows the variables used for describing parallel exchangers in this study. For 

parallel exchangers, two constraints must be considered, including the stream mixing after 

parallel exchangers, and identical pressure drops in parallel exchangers.  

 

      Eq. 69 restricts that the heat duties of the parallel exchangers must be identical during 

stream mixing. EXFRs,ex is the flowrate of parallel exchanger ex in stream s, and PSTOs,ex is 

the outlet temperature of parallel exchanger ex in stream s. PEX is the set of all parallel 

exchangers. The nonlinear terms (EXFRs,ex × PSTOs,ex, EXFRs,ex× STOs,ex, EXFRs,ex’ × 

PSTOs,ex’, EXFRs,ex’× STOs,ex’,) are also linearised by the first order Taylor series expansions 

(Eqs. 36-38). 

 

   xesxesxesxesexsexsexsexs PSTOSTOEXFRPSCSTOPSTOEXFRPSC  
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Moreover, the pressure drops of the parallel exchangers in the same stream must be same, 

as shown in Eqs. 70 and 71, where PEXCS and PEXHS are the sets of all parallel exchangers in 

the same cold stream and hot stream, respectively. 

 

xeex TPTP  , 
CSPEXxeex  ,                                  (70)  

xeex SEPSEP  , 
HSPEXxeex  ,                                  (71)  

 

Process streams 

Supply temperatures (HSTIhs and CSTIcs in Figure 4) and target temperatures (HSTOhs and 

CSTOcs in Figure 4) of process streams are constant during the retrofit. As shown in Figure 4, 

the stream temperatures are related to the relevant exchanger temperatures. For a single 

exchanger, its outlet stream temperature (STOs,ex) is equal to the inlet stream temperature of 

the next exchanger (STIs,ex’).  

 

xesexs STISTO  ,,
, 

SEXxeex  ,        xeordexord  1       Ss                      (72)  

 

For parallel exchangers, their outlet stream temperatures (PSTOs,ex) are equal to the inlet 

stream temperature of the next exchanger (STIs,ex’).  

 

xesexs STIPSTO  ,,
, 

SEXxeex  ,    PEXex        xeordexord  1       Ss            (73) 

 

In addition, Eqs. 74 and 75 present the calculation of the total pressure drop of a stream 

(TOPs), where EXSs is the set of all single exchangers in stream s, PGEXs,g is the set of all 

exchangers in the parallel group g in stream s, ng is the total number of exchangers in the 

parallel group g, and Gs is the set of all parallel exchanger groups in stream s. 
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   Thus, the total flowrate of a stream (TOFRs) can be described as the sum of exchanger 

flowrate and bypass stream flowrate for a single exchanger or parallel exchangers, as shown 

in Eqs. 76-79. 
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Retrofit costs 

The HEN retrofit strategies addressed in this study include increasing/reducing exchanger 

length (namely adding new exchanger as mentioned in Problem Statement), exchanger stream 

bypassing, changing tube passes and shell passes, implementing tube inserts, changing baffles 

spacing, and adding new exchangers. Following binary variables are used to describe the 

above retrofit strategies: 
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                             otherwise0

increases  exchanger of length the if1 ex
INEXLex  






                             otherwise0

decreases  exchanger of length the if1 ex
REXLex  






                                   otherwise0

 stream in stream bypass has  exchanger if1
,

sex
BP exs

 






                          otherwise0

change pass-tube has  exchanger if1 ex
TUPAex  






                      otherwise0

inserts tube has  exchanger if1 ex
ENTU ex

 






                                otherwise0

change spacing-baffle has  exchanger if1 ex
BSPCex

 






                        otherwise0

passes shell  has  exchanger if1
,

nex
SP nex

 

 

Eqs. 80-88 describe the scenario of increasing and reducing exchanger length, where no 

more than one activity can be executed simultaneously in one exchanger (Eq. 80), and the 

change of exchanger length and the relevant costs are shown in Eqs. 81 - 83, and Eqs. 84-89, 

respectively. M is a sufficiently large positive number. OREXLex is the original exchanger 

length. FCOSTREXLex and PCOSTREXLex are the fixed cost and variable cost of reducing 

exchanger length, and FCOSTINEXLex and PCOSTINEXLex are the fixed cost and variable 

cost of increasing exchanger length. 

 

1 exex INEXLREXL , EXex                             (80) 

 exexexexexex INEXLREXLOREXLINEXLOREXLEXL  1 , EXex               (81) 

 exexexexexexex INEXLREXLOREXLINEXLMREXLOREXLEXL  1 , EXex           

(82) 
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 exexexexex REXLMEXAPCOSTREXLFCOSTREXLCOSTREXL  1 , EXex           (83) 

 exexexexex REXLMEXAPCOSTREXLFCOSTREXLCOSTREXL  1 , EXex           (84) 

exex REXLMCOSTREXL  , EXex                              (85) 

 exexexexex INEXLMEXAPCOSTINEXLFCOSTINEXLCOSTINEXL  1 , EXex     (86) 

 exexexexex INEXLMEXAPCOSTINEXLFCOSTINEXLCOSTINEXL  1 , EXex    (87) 

exex INEXLMCOSTINEXL  , EXex                       (88) 

 

When a bypass stream is implemented, its flowrate (BFRs,ex) is larger than 0, as shown in 

Eq. 89. The cost of stream bypassing (COSTBPs,ex) is formulated in Eq. 90. 

 

M

BP
BFR exs

exs
,

,  , EXex      Ss                         (89) 

exsexsexs BPFCOSTBPCOSTBP ,,,  , EXex      Ss                      (90) 

 

 Eq.91 restricts that if the tube-side type of an exchanger (TEXex,j) is different from its 

original type (ORTEXex,j), tube-pass change occurs in this exchanger. The cost of tube-pass 

change (COSTTUPAex) is presented in Eq. 92. 

 





exORJj

jexjexex TEXORTEXTUPA ,, , EXex                           (91) 

exexex TUPAFCOSTTUPACOSTTUPA  , EXex                                     (92) 

 

      In this work, some tube-side types are intensified with tube inserts. The relationship of 

heat transfer intensification (ENTUex) and the relevant tube-side type (TEXex,j) is shown in Eq. 

93, where ENJ is the set of all tube-side types with tube inserts. 
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ENJj

jexex TEXENTU , , EXex                                     (93) 

 

      Thus, the cost of implementing tube inserts (COSTENTUex) can be expressed as: 

 

 exexexexex ENTUMEXAPCOSTENTUFCOSTENTUCOSTENTU  1 , EXex         (94) 

 exexexexex ENTUMEXAPCOSTENTUFCOSTENTUCOSTENTU  1 , EXex         (95) 

exex ENTUMCOSTENTU  , EXex                                (96) 

 

       Eqs. 97-99 present that the cost of baffle spacing change (COSTBSPCex) occurs when the 

baffle spacing of an exchanger (BSPex) is different from its original value (ORBSPex). 

 

exexex BSPCMORBSPBSP  , EXex                     (97) 

exexex BSPCMORBSPBSP  , EXex                     (98) 

exexex BSPCFCOSTBSPCCOSTBSPC  , EXex                            (99) 

 

      Eq. 100 restricts so that only one type of shell pass can be used in one exchanger. Eqs. 

101-103 present the cost of new exchanger (COSTEXex,j) with the j
th

 tube type. Thus, if the 

number of shell passes increases, new exchangers are required. The cost of adding a new 

exchanger (COSTNEXex) is described in Eq. 104, where FCOSTEXex,j and PCOSTEXex,j are 

the fixed and variable cost for exchanger ex with the j
th

 tube type, and NEX is the set of all 

new exchangers. 

 

1, 
Nn

nexSP ,  EXex                                         (100) 
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 jexexexjexjex TEXMEXAPCOSTEXFCOSTEXCOSTEX ,,, 1  , EXex    Jj    (101) 

 jexexexjexjex TEXMEXAPCOSTEXFCOSTEXCOSTEX ,,, 1  , EXex    Jj    (102) 

jexjex TEXMCOSTEX ,,  , EXex      Jj                              (103) 





Jj

jexex COSTEXCOSTNEX , , NEXex                                         (104) 

 

Retrofit profit   

The retrofit profit (ERP) can be described as the cost of energy saving (OCU-CU) minus 

the total retrofitting cost. In Eq. 105, IFY is the interest factor in the investment years, OCU is 

the original utility cost in the existing HEN, and ACF is the annual cost factor. 
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COSTNEXCOSTBSPCCOSTENTUCOSTTUPACOSTINEXLCOSTREXL

COSTBPACFCUOCUIFYERP
s

 (105) 

 

Objective function 

The objective of the new MILP-based method is to minimise the aforementioned 

remainder terms of the first order Taylor series expansions, to find a feasible retrofit solution 

under the restriction of a certain retrofit profit value (EERP). 

 

EERPERP                                   (106) 

  expansionsseriesTaylororderfirstthefortermsremainder  min Obj        (107) 

 

Iteration Algorithm for Optimising the New HEN Retrofit Model 
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Some iteration approaches have been proposed by Pan et al. to solve the HEN retrofit 

problems in certain situations, such as implementation of heat transfer intensification
3
, 

network topology modification
23

, and fouling and pressure drop restrictions
4, 25

. In this work, 

the reported iteration approaches are developed to address more complex HEN retrofit 

scenarios, which include temperature dependence of stream CPs, stream and exchanger 

geometry dependence of heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops, and LMTD correction 

factor (FT) associated with multiple tube passes and shell passes. An inner iteration loop 

(Loop 1) is proposed to solve the MILP model iteratively to find a feasible retrofit solution 

under a certain retrofit profit (EERP), thus the decision variables, their bounds, parameters, 

and constraints of the inner iteration loop (Loop 1) are the same as those used in the MILP 

model (from Eqs. 23-107). While in an outer iteration (Loop 2), the estimated retrofit profit 

(EERP) will increasing gradually, and the inner iteration loop (Loop 1) is executed repeatedly 

to find the feasible solutions under these increasing values of retrofit profit (EERP). Thus, 

there are no additional decision variables and constraints considered in Loop 2, where only 

the value of parameter EERP (estimated retrofit profit) in the MILP model will increase 

before running each inner iteration loop (Loop 1). Figure 7 presents the procedure for the two 

loops. The details of each loop are introduced as follows: 

 

Loop 1 

     In Loop 1, the proposed MILP problem is solved iteratively to find the feasible solution to 

achieve a certain retrofit profit.  

Step 1: Input the initial values of variables (HTI’ex, HTO’ex, CTI’ex, CTO’ex, LMTD’ex, 

FT’ex, …) in the retrofit model (MILP) based on the HEN original condition. Set the 

iteration time (k) for Loop 1: k = 1. 

Step 2: Solve the MILP model in GAMS. 
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Step 3: Obtain the results of the MILP problem (Obj, HTIex, HTOex, CTIex, CTOex, LMTDex, 

FTex, …). 

Step 4: If the objective value (Obj) is less than a specified tolerance (namely a feasible 

solution is found), Loop 2 can be executed to increase the estimated retrofit profit 

(EERP); otherwise, update the iteration time (k) for Loop 1 as: k (new) = k (old) +1. 

Step 5: If the iteration time (k) for Loop 1 is larger the maximum iteration time (namely no 

feasible solution can be found under the restriction of the estimated retrofit profit 

(EERP)), Loop 1 will stop; otherwise, update the initial values of variables in the 

MILP problem. For example, HTI’ex (new) = [ HTI’ex (old) + HTIex ] / 2, and HTO’ex 

(new) = [ HTO’ex (old) + HTOex ] / 2.  Then, execute from Step 2 to Step 5 iteratively. 

 

Loop 2 

     For Loop 2, the retrofit profit of the HEN retrofit problem is estimated as a small value at 

first, and Loop 1 is used to find the feasible solution under this small estimated value, then 

the estimated retrofit profit will increase gradually in Loop 2 until the solution can achieve 

the maximum retrofit profit. 

Step 1: Estimate a small value of retrofit profit (EERP), usually EERP = 0 in the first 

iteration.  

Step 2: Execute Loop 1 based on this EERP.  

Step 3: If a feasible solution can be found based on the above EERP in Loop 1, increase the 

value of EERP gradually, and return to Step 2. Once no feasible solution can be found 

in Loop 1 when the EERP increases to a larger value, Loop 2 can stop, and the 

approximate maximum retrofit profit is determined. 

      The strategy of changing EERP for Step 3 is shown in Eq.108. 
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To explain Eq. 107 more clearly, an illustration of finding MaxERP = 5624 is given as 

follow: 

 In the first iteration (k=1): EERP = 0, which means to find a feasible solution with no 

retrofit profit.  

 For 1 < k < k
1
: k=2, EERP = 10 (feasible); k=3, EERP = 100 (feasible); k=4, EERP = 

1000 (feasible); k=5, EERP = 10000 (infeasible), so k
1
=5.  

 For k
1
 < k < k

2
: k=6, EERP = 2000 (feasible); k=7, EERP = 3000 (feasible); k=8, EERP 

= 4000 (feasible); k=9, EERP = 5000 (feasible); k=10, EERP = 6000 (infeasible), so 

k
2
=10. 

 For k
2
 < k < k

3
: k=11, EERP = 5100 (feasible); k=12, EERP = 5200 (feasible); k=13, 

EERP = 5300 (feasible); k=14, EERP = 5400 (feasible); k=15, EERP = 5500 (feasible); 

k=16, EERP = 5600 (feasible); k=17, EERP = 5700 (infeasible), so k
3
=17. 

 For k
3
: k=18, EERP = 5610 (feasible). Since, [EERP (k=18) - EERP (k=16)] / EERP 

(k=18) = 0.00178, EERP (k=18) = 5610 can be regarded as the approximation of the 

MaxERP (5624). 

 

Case Study 

Besides the motivating example, one industrial scale example are used to demonstrate the 

new model and the efficiency of the proposed optimisation algorithm. Practical operating 

conditions of HENs are taken into account, including the temperature dependence of stream 
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CPs, the stream and exchanger geometry dependence of heat transfer coefficients and 

pressure drops, and LMTD correction factor (FT) associated with multiple tube passes and 

shell passes. Thus, the same calculations applied in the motivating example are used in these 

two examples, namely the stream CP in an exchanger is assumed as a linear relationship with 

the stream average temperature, and the formulations of heat transfer coefficients and 

pressure drops in an exchanger are regressed based on the detailed exchanger models 

proposed by Wang et al. 
2
 and Pan et al. 

5
. 

 The stream CP in an exchanger: 

CP

ave

streamCP BTACP   

 The heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop of an exchanger: 

ave
iT..

ihii eFRAh
0070401                 without tube inserts 

039210070601 .

insert

T..

ihieie

ave
ieFRAh       with tube inserts 

LeFRAP
ave

iT..

ipii 
 003074151     without tube inserts  

 20030851 8233732072  


..LeFRAP
ave

iT..

ipieie    with tube inserts 

444410060350

00

1

0
0 .T..

h BSeFRAh
ave


  

 2004503221

000 041017900 BSBS..LeFRAP
aveT..

p 


  

All optimisation problems are modeled in GAMS 24.3.3, and solved with CPLEX on a 

computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 8 GB RAM.  

This large example is the HEN in a preheat train for crude oil distillation in a petroleum 

refinery. As shown in Figure 8, it includes 31 heat exchangers and 14 processing streams (3 

cold streams and 11 hot streams). Some studies have addressed this example based on the 

simplifying operating conditions, especially for constant exchanger geometry, heat transfer 

coefficients and pressure drops
 2, 3, 26

. However, this does not normally happen in practice. 

Tables 5 and 6 present the parameters for calculating variable stream CPs, and exchanger 
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heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops. It is noted in Table 7 that, retrofitting 

exchangers are much more expensive for industrial application compared to the motivating 

example, such as higher variable costs for implementing tube inserts and adding new 

exchangers, and significant costs of changing tube passes, shell passes and baffle spacing. 

The exchanger detailed performances and retrofit costs for large-scale example can be found 

in Tables 10-12. The expected project lifetime is four years based on the assumption of 0% 

rate of interest. 

      Since higher retrofit costs are taken into account in the industrial application, the 

retrofitted HEN of large-scale example includes following features: 

 Ten exchangers are enhanced (namely implementing tube inserts).  

 Geometry details are justified in fewer exchangers: no tube-pass change and shell-

pass change, and eight exchangers for changing baffle spacing. 

 Exchangers 20 and 28 are single tube pass due to their inefficient FT value before and 

after the retrofit. 

 For parallel exchangers (Exchangers 1 and 3 in Stream C1, and Exchangers 16 and 17 

in Stream C2), the exchangers in the same parallel group have the same pressure drop 

by adjusting their fluid flowrates and exchanger geometry parameters. For instance, 

the tube side pressure drops of Exchangers 1 and 3 are both 18.2 kPa in the original 

HEN, and then these pressure drops are reduced to 40.8 kPa in the retrofitted HEN. 

 The streams in gas phase usually lead to low pressure drops. It can be seen in Tables 

11 and 12 that, some low-pressure drops can be found (Exchangers 7, 10 and 20) in 

the original and retrofitted networks as the streams in these exchangers are in gas 

phase. 

 As presented in Table 9, the total pressure drop in each stream is lower than 380 kPa 

after HEN retrofitting, which satisfies the restriction of the maximum pump duty in 
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each stream. The pressure drops of some streams (such as 16% in C1, 27.2% in C2, 

64.9% in C3, 5.2% in H1, 41.3% in H5, 0.6% in H7, and 0.9% in H11) increase due 

to heat transfer enhancements. 

 In the original HEN, the minimum approach temperatures of all exchangers are 19 ºC, 

and Exchanger 18, 20-23 and 28 reach this minimum approach temperature 

(calculated based on Table 11). By implementing heat transfer intensification 

techniques in exchangers, very high heat transfer coefficients can be achieved, and 

the minimum approach temperature can be set to 5 ºC for each intensified exchanger. 

Thus, the minimum approach temperatures of intensified exchangers (Exchangers 1, 

3, 10, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26 and 28) are 5 ºC, and the exchangers without 

intensification remain the original minimum approach temperatures (19 ºC) in the 

retrofitted HEN, which can be obtained from Table 12. 

 In the retrofitted solution given by the new approach, substantial heat recovery 

(1979kW) can be achieved through upgrading a few exchangers. This results in 

$194334 of retrofit profit for the four years of the project lifetime. 

 In the retrofit solutions obatined from the conventional intensification approaches, 

exchanger heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops are assumed to be constant if 

this exchanger does not need to be enhanced. Based on this assumption, only a few 

intensified exchangers have increased heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops 

during the retrofit 
2, 3, 26

. However, the inlet and outlet temperatures in most of the 

exchangers usually change after HEN retrofitting. Thus, in practical problems, the 

performances of unmodified exchangers may change due to their temperature-

dependent characteristics, such as the temperature dependence of stream CPs, and the 

temperature dependence of heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops. It can be 

noted in our retrofit solution that, after ten exchangers are enhanced (implementing 
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tube inserts), one or more retrofit strategies (changing exchanger area, tube passes, 

baffle spacing, and bypass stream flowrates) are applied to the related exchangers. 

This can adjust the performances of all exchangers to satisfy the energy balances and 

pressure drop restrictions, and increase the HEN heat recovery in the conditions of 

constant stream supply and target temperatures. 

      Table 8 also presents the model statistics and computing times of the MILP problems 

solved in the large-scale example. It includes more binary variables, continuous variables, 

and constraints compared with the motivating example, thus requires a longer CPU time. 

However, the new approach can solve this complex industrial scale problem in an acceptable 

computing time (about 3127 CPUs in total). 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the MILP converted model and iteration algorithm are developed to solve 

large-scale HEN retrofitting problems for industrial application. The new approach features 

actual HEN scenarios such as temperature dependence of stream CPs, thermal and hydraulic 

calculations for each exchanger based on geometry details and stream temperatures, adding 

new exchangers, LMTD correction factor (FT) associated with the change of tube passes and 

shell passes, and implementation of tube inserts and bypass streams. A set of variable 

initialised equations and first order Taylor series expansions are proposed to convert the 

nonlinear terms to linear terms. Thus, HEN retrofitting problems can be formulated as MILP 

models to reduce the problem computational complexities. In order to find the optimal 

solutions of HEN retrofitting, an iteration algorithm is then developed. The solution 

algorithm is composed of two loops, which are executed iteratively until the stop criterion is 

met. Our approach is applied to one small scale problem (motivating example) and one large-

scale problem modified from a real-life HEN (case study). It is observed that the proposed 
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approach can find optimal retrofit solutions for practical HEN retrofitting problems 

efficiently. So far, the complex HEN retrofit scenarios addressed in our work have not been 

reported in the existing literature. It is still difficult to demonstrate the global optimization of 

MILP-based iteration method. The best way, for validating the MILP-based iteration method, 

is to compare this method with other existing methods by solving literature case studies under 

some simplifications and assumptions. This has been reported in our earlier work 
23

. 
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Notation 

Indices 

 

 

cs cold stream 

ex heat exchanger 

g parallel exchanger 

hs hot stream 

s stream 

  

Sets 

 

 

CS set of all cold streams 

CSex set of all cold streams flowing through exchanger ex 

ENJ set of all tube-side types with tube inserts 

EX set of all exchangers 

EXcu set of all exchangers consuming cold utilities 

EXhu set of all exchangers consuming hot utilities 

EXSs set of all single exchangers in stream s 

Gs set of all parallel exchanger groups in stream s 

HSex set of all hot streams flowing through exchanger ex 

N set of all shell-pass types 

NEX set of all new exchangers 

PEX set of all parallel exchangers 

PEXCS set of all parallel exchangers in the same cold stream  

PEXHS set of all parallel exchangers in the same hot stream  

PGEXs,g set of all exchangers in the parallel group g in stream s 

S set of all streams 
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Parameters 

 

 

∆Tmin minimum approach temperature 

ACF annual cost factor 

ACP parameter to calculate temperature dependence of CP 

jexDTEUA
,

 parameter of calculating tube-side heat transfer coefficient of exchanger ex 

with the j
th

 tube-side type 

AEXAex heat transfer area per exchanger length in exchanger ex 

Ah0 parameter to calculate shell side heat transfer coefficient (h0) 

Ahi parameter to calculate tube side heat transfer coefficient without tube 

inserts (hi) 

Ahie parameter to calculate tube side heat transfer coefficient with tube inserts 

(hie) 

Ap0 parameter to calculate shell side pressure drop (∆P0) 

Api parameter to calculate tube side pressure drop without tube inserts (∆Pi) 

Apie parameter to calculate tube side pressure drop with tube inserts (∆Pie) 

BCP parameter to calculate temperature dependence of CP 

CCP’ex initial cold stream CP in exchanger ex 

CCU yearly cost parameter per cold-utility-duty unit 

CHU yearly cost parameter per hot-utility-duty unit 

CSTIcs cold stream supply temperature in a HEN 

CSTOcs cold stream target temperature in a HEN 

CTI’ex initial inlet temperature of cold stream in exchanger ex 

CTO’ex initial outlet temperature of cold stream in exchanger ex 

DTEU’ex,j initial value of the reciprocal of tube-side heat transfer coefficient for 

exchanger ex with the j
th

 tube-side type 

DX’ex initial tube-insert density in exchanger ex 

EERP estimated retrofit profit for each iteration in Loop 2 

FCOSTBPs,ex fixed cost of stream bypassing in exchanger ex 

FCOSTBSPCex fixed cost of baffle spacing change in exchanger ex 

FCOSTENTUex fixed cost of implementing tube inserts in exchanger ex 

FCOSTEXex,j fixed cost of new exchanger with the j
th

 tube type 

FCOSTINEXLex fixed cost of increasing length in exchanger ex 

FCOSTREXLex fixed cost of reducing length in exchanger ex 

FCOSTTUPAex fixed cost of tube-pass change in exchanger ex 

FT’ex initial FT value of exchanger ex 

HCP’ex initial hot stream CP in exchanger ex 

HSTIhs hot stream supply temperature in a HEN 

HSTOhs hot stream target temperature in a HEN 

HTI’ex initial inlet temperature of hot stream in exchanger ex 

HTO’ex initial outlet temperature of hot stream in exchanger ex 

IDex tube inner diameter in exchanger ex 

IFY interest factor in the investment years 

kex tube wall conductivity in exchanger ex 

LMTDex’ initial logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) of exchanger ex 

M a sufficiently large positive number 

ng total number of exchangers in the parallel group g 

NSn number associated with shell passes 

NSP’ex initial number of shell passes in exchanger ex 
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OCTIex inlet temperature of cold stream in exchanger ex in the original HEN 

OCU original utility cost in the existing HEN 

ODex tube outer diameter in exchanger ex 

OHTIex inlet temperature of hot stream in exchanger ex in the original HEN 

ORBSPex Original baffle spacing in exchanger ex 

OREXLex original length of exchanger ex 

ORTEXex,j Original tube type in exchanger ex 

P’ex factor used to calculate FT’ in exchanger ex 

PCOSTENTUex variable cost of implementing tube inserts in exchanger ex 

PCOSTEXex,j variable cost of new exchanger with the j
th

 tube type 

PCOSTINEXLex variable cost of increasing length in exchanger ex 

PCOSTREXLex variable cost of reducing length in exchanger ex 

PSCP’s,ex initial CP of stream s in parallel exchanger ex 

R’ex factor used to calculate FT’ in exchanger ex 

S’ex factor used to calculate FT’ in exchanger ex 

SBCP’s,ex initial CP of bypass stream s in exchanger ex 

SCP’s,ex initial CP of stream s in exchanger ex 

SFFex shell-side fouling factor in exchanger ex 

TFFex tube-side fouling factor in exchanger ex 

TFR’ex initial tube-side flow rate in exchanger ex 

YR expected project lifetime 

α’ex factor used to calculate FT’ in exchanger ex 

  

Continuous variables 

 
ave

iT  stream average temperatures in tube side 

aveT0  stream average temperatures in shell side 

∆P0 shell side pressure drop  

∆Pi tube side pressure drop without tube inserts 

∆Pie tube side pressure drop with tube inserts 

BFRs,ex flow rate of bypass stream s in exchanger ex 

BS baffle spacing 

BSPex baffle spacing of exchanger ex 

CBP cost of changing stream bypassing 

CBS cost of changing baffle spacing 

CFCPex heat-flow capacity (the multiplication between heat capacity and flow-rate) 

of cold stream in exchanger ex 

CILex cost of increasing length in exchanger ex 

COSTBPs,ex cost of stream bypassing in exchanger ex in stream s 

COSTBSPCex cost of baffle spacing change in exchanger ex 

COSTENTUex cost of implementing tube inserts in exchanger ex 

COSTEXex,j cost of new exchanger with the j
th

 tube type 

COSTINEXLex cost of increasing length in exchanger ex 

COSTREXLex cost of reducing length in exchanger ex 

COSTTUPAex cost of tube-pass change in exchanger ex 

CP specific heat capacities 

CRLex cost of reducing length in exchanger ex 

CTEex cost of implementing tube inserts in exchanger ex 

CTIex inlet temperature of cold stream in exchanger ex 
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CTOex outlet temperature of cold stream in exchanger ex 

CTP cost of changing tube passes 

DSUex the reciprocal of shell-side heat transfer coefficient in exchanger ex 

DTEUex,j the reciprocal of tube-side heat transfer coefficient for exchanger ex with 

the j
th

 tube-side type 

DTUex reciprocal of tube-side heat transfer coefficient of exchanger ex 

DUex the reciprocal of overall heat transfer coefficient in exchanger ex 

DXex tube-insert density in exchanger ex 

ERP retrofit profit after tax accumulated over the expected lifetime 

ETEPex,j estimated value of tube-side pressure drop of exchanger ex with the j
th

 

tube-side type 

EXFRs,ex flowrate of parallel exchanger ex in stream s 

EXLex length of exchanger ex 

FCBP fixed cost of changing stream bypassing 

FCBS fixed cost of changing baffle spacing 

FCILex fixed cost for increasing length in exchanger ex 

FCRLex fixed cost for reducing length in exchanger ex 

FCTEex fixed cost for implementing tube inserts in exchanger ex 

FCTP fixed cost for changing tube passes 

FR0 flow rates in shell side 

FRi flow rates in tube side 

FTex FT value of exchanger ex 

h0 shell side heat transfer coefficient  

HCPex hot stream CP in exchanger ex 

HFCPex heat-flow capacity (the multiplication between heat capacity and flow-rate) 

of hot stream in exchanger ex 

hi tube side heat transfer coefficient without tube inserts 

hie tube side heat transfer coefficient with tube inserts 

HTIex inlet temperature of hot stream in exchanger ex 

HTOex outlet temperature of hot stream in exchanger ex 

L exchanger length 

LMTDex logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) of exchanger ex 

NBP number of exchangers with changed stream bypassing 

NBS number of exchangers with changed baffle spacing 

NEXAex total heat transfer area with multiple shell passes 

NSPex number of shell passes in exchanger ex 

NTP number of exchangers with changed tube passes 

Obj Objective value 

PCILex variable cost for increasing length in exchanger ex 

PCRLex variable cost for reducing length in exchanger ex 

PCTEex variable cost for implementing tube inserts in exchanger ex 

Pex factor used to calculate FT in exchanger ex 

PES profit of reducing energy consumption 

PSTOs,ex temperature of mixed streams after parallel exchangers in stream s 

jexDTEURa
,

 remainder term of first order Tylor series expansion of DTEUex,j 

jexDTEURb
,

 remainder term of first order Tylor series expansion of DTEUex,j 

Rex factor used to calculate FT in exchanger ex 

RP retrofit profit before tax accumulated over the expected lifetime 

SEPex shell-side pressure drop of exchanger ex 
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Sex factor used to calculate FT in exchanger ex 

SFRex shell-side flow rate in exchanger ex 

STIs,ex stream temperature in exchanger ex before mixed with bypass stream s 

STOs,ex stream temperature in exchanger ex after mixed with bypass stream s 

TEPex,j tube-side pressure drop of exchanger ex with the j
th

 tube-side type 

TFRex tube-side flow rate in exchanger ex 

TOFRs total flowrate of stream s 

TOPs total pressure drop in stream s 

TPex tube-side pressure drop of exchanger ex 

Uex overall heat transfer coefficient of exchanger ex 

αex factor used to calculate FT in exchanger ex 

ρ tube-insert density 

  

Binary variables 

 

BPs,ex 1 if exchanger ex has bypass stream in stream s; otherwise it is 0 

BSPCex 1 if exchanger ex has baffle-spacing change; otherwise it is 0 

ENTUex 1 if exchanger ex has tube inserts; otherwise it is 0 

INEXLex 1 if the length of exchanger ex increases; otherwise it is 0 

REXLex 1 if the length of exchanger ex decreases; otherwise it is 0 

SPex,n 1 if exchanger ex has n shell passes; otherwise it is 0 

TEXex,j 1 if j
th

 tube-side type is implemented in exchanger ex; otherwise it is 0 

TUPAex 1 if exchanger ex has tube-pass change; otherwise it is 0 
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